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Abstract

Grouping: Identify Patterns

Results

Content analysis of images is essential for
search engines and retrieval applications.
This work presents a method for content
analysis in technical line drawings.
This is achieved by:
1) Identifying patterns by statistical
grouping
2) Clustering the patterns using geometric
matching.
The clusters form a symbol library to be
used in symbol retrieval.
The results on a standard dataset of
architectural drawings are significantly
better than all the results reported so far.

1) Preprocessing: edge detection, then
sampling segments along the edges.
2) Find convex groups from the edges
using Jacobs’ algorithm [1].
3) Clean up found groups (trivial, subsets,
cyclic permutations).
4) Keep the outer groups
patterns.

Dataset:

Metrics:
Clustering / Retrieval: Recall & Precision.
Grouping: Recall for non-missing symbols,
Precision for the relevant found patterns.

Our detailed work is in [5,6].
Ground Truth

Results

No. of Patterns

12513

13780

No. of Clusters

25

30

Grouping Evaluation (offline)
Covered
Symbols

What does it do ?
From a collection of line drawings:

Recall
(M=6987)

Precision
(N=13780)

98.8%

97.31%

Avg. time per image

Fig: how grouping works on 3 different cases

A “Pattern” is:
“The set of all line segments that are
inside a group including the segments that
constitute the group itself”.

It finds –in each drawing- meaningful
patterns (symbols parts):

300 images of complete floor plans.
Public [3] – used in GREC-2011 symbol
spotting contest, and by researchers [4].

Clustering:
Repeating Patterns
Similar patterns can be rotated / scaled.
Match each pattern with all other patterns:
Use geometric matching framework [2].

Build a cluster out of the current pattern
and all its matching patterns.
Do not consider the matched patterns
in building other clusters.

The clusters form a symbol library.
Compact representation of the dataset.

22.75 sec.

Clustering Evaluation (offline)
All Clusters

Avg. Recall

Avg. Precision

95%

96.5%

Avg. time per forming 1 cluster

45 min.

Retrieval Evaluation (online)
No. of Queries

Avg. Recall

Avg. Precision

7 (a subset)

99%

98%

Avg. time per query from 300 images.
depends on # clusters not # images)

3 min.

Take Home Messages
1) Symbol retrieval in large databases is
made practical.
With very high accuracy.

2) Finding symbols patterns from the
background has converted recognition-incontext to isolated recognition.
Using statistically justified methods [1].

3) Geometric matching is optimal for
clustering shapes under similarity
transformations.

It creates a symbol library from patterns:

Based on well founded theories [2].
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